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Abstract: In this paper we propose one-step collocation methods for linear differential-algebraic equation (DAE) 
systems of index 1. The proposed methods give a continuous approximate solution on the integration interval [to, tN]. 
We study the uniform convergence properties of the proposed collocation methods. Some of the methods show an 
order reduction phenomenon, at the nodes, similar to that observed for Runge-Kutta methods (Petzold. 1986). Since 
DAE systems may be considered as a kind of very stiff differential systems, the collocation methods for DAE systems 
have to verify strong stability properties. For example, collocation methods at Radau points are particularly suitable 
for solving DAE systems. However the numerical results will also show that Gauss-Legendre collocation methods may 
be applied successfully to DAE systems also if these are only A-stable methods. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years there has been a growing interest in the numerical solution of differential-alge- 
braic equation systems using numerical methods which are commonly used for solving stiff 
systems of ODES, such as backward differentiation formulas, Runge-Kutta methods, etc. (see 
[i,5,7]). All of these methods give a discrete approximation of the solution of the 
considered. 
DAE system 
Instead in this paper, in order to have a continuous approximate solution, 
one-step collocation methods for solving linear DAEs of index 1 and of the form: 
we consider 
P(x, t)x’= F(x, t), 
x(h.4 =x0, (1.1) 
where P is a singular s X s matrix for any (x, t) E [w” X [to, f,,,], and F: [w” x [to, fN] + [w”, with 
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P( x, t) and F( x, t) sufficiently differentiable functions. The index of (1.1) is the smallest integer 
for which the system of nonlinear equations 
P(x, t)x’ - F(x, t) = 0, 
-$[P(x, t)x’-F(x, t)] =o, 
5 [ P(x, t)x’ - F(x, t)] = 0, 
when viewed as a system of equations in the separate dependent variables x’, xC2), . . . , xcM+‘), 
can be solved for x’ in terms of x and t, that is x = $(x, t) (see [l]). 
We suppose that the rank of P(x, t) is constant on [w,’ X [to, t,v] and that (1.1) is an index 1 
problem on [t,, tN]. Under these hypotheses it is known that (1.1) has a unique solution for any 
consistent initial vector, i.e., for any vector x,, such that P(x,, t,)x’( to) = F(x,, to), (see [6]) 
and that (1.1) can be transformed into the more convenient form 
4(Y, QY’ + r(y, t>z’= g,(y, t), 
z = g,(y, 4, tE [to, h], 0.2) 
with y(t,) =y,, z( to) = zo. y(t) and z(t) are vectors of dimension s1 and s2, respectively, with 
s1 + s2 = s, such that x(t) = Q( y( t), z(t))’ where Q denotes a permutation matrix (see [4]). 
We now define a uniform mesh on the time interval [to, tN] by t, = to + nh, for n = 0 ,..., N, 
where the time step h is equal to (t, - t,)/N. 
Then, we approximate the solution of (1.2) by the vector function (u(t), V(t))‘, where U(t) 
and V(t) are two vector functions on [to, tN] reducing, on each subinterval I, = [t,, t, + h], to a 
polynomial of degree m, denoted, respectively, by un( t) and un( t). To find such polynomials we 
consider the collocation equations 
where t, = t,+ c,h, i= l,..., m, are the collocation points, while c, belongs to [0, l] for any 
i=l,...,m. 
In particular we consider constant and semi-implicit DAE systems, also because a recent 
paper by Gear shows how to reduce general DAEs to index 1 semi-implicit form (see [l]). 
We study the order, the stability and the uniform convergence properties of collocation 
methods for DAEs. Some of the results derived are similar to the ones obtained using implicit 
Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods because of the equivalence of these methods with polynomial 
collocation methods. 
We show that high-order collocation methods applied to DAEs do not preserve the differen- 
tial-order accuracy. Some of these methods show an order reduction at the nodes due to the 
algebraic component of the solution. This is the case for collocation methods at Gauss-Legendre 
points, while collocation methods at Radau points show favourable stability and convergence 
properties. For collocation methods at Gauss points a uniform superconvergence result in the 
L’-norm is proved only if the differential component is approximated with high order of 
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accuracy. The numerical experiments show that collocation Gauss-Legendre methods, also if 
they are only A-stable methods, may be successfully applied to DAEs. 
2. Linear constant coefficient systems 
We now suppose that P( x, t) is constant and F(x, t) is linear with respect to x; then (1.1) 
becomes: 
Px’(t)+Hx(t)=G(t), TV [ro, t,,,], (2.1) 
x00) =x0, 
which can be transformed into a DAE system where the algebraic part is completely decoupled 
by the differential part (see [4]). 
We now indicate the algebraic part of this transformed system by 
z(t) = g(t), 1 E [to, fN]. (2.2) 
The collocation method looks for a polynomial u,,(t) of degree m so that 
u,(t, + c,h) = s(t, + c,h), i=l,..., m, n=O ‘...) N-l, (2.3) 
where t, = t, + cjh, i = 1,. . . , m, are the collocation points. We observe that u:(t) is a polynomial 
of degree m - 1 on I, and that 
u;(t,+Th)= $ Z.,(~)u,:(f,), O<T<~, 
J=l 
where 1,(r), j= l,..., m, are the fundamental Lagrange polynomials: 
(2.4) 
‘Jb> = ,fi 23 j=l ,..., m. 
'#J 
J 1 
u,,(t,+0h)=u,(t,,)+h~b,(B)u;, 0~8~1, (2.5) 
j=l 
where uJ’ = v,‘,( tJ) and 
bJ(B) = fi,b) d7 (2.6a) 
for any j= l,..., m, while in order to have V(t) a continuous function on [co, tN], we require 
v,(t,)=v,_,(t,) foranyn=O,...,N-1,and v_~(~,)=z,. 
For the sake of simplicity we 
Now, if we integrate (2.4) on [0, 01, where 0 -C 8 < 1, we have 
,,I 
A = (b,(c;)), b(q 
instead, if u(0) is a function of C([O, 11, R) we define 
set 
=(M%..J?#))‘, b=b(l), e=(l,l,..., l)‘E[W”‘; 
(2.6b) 
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Now, if we consider a polynomial of degree m - 1 on [0, 11: 
p(r) = f 1,(+(c,), OGT=G 1, 
j=l 
it follows that 
from which we can derive the following relations which hold for a general collocation method: 
q=l,..., m, 0<8<1, 
a ,,-l_cp 
lJ J q=l,..., m, i=l,..., m; 
j=l 4' 
and in compact form we have 
bt(qcq--l= s”, q=l ,-.-, m, 0<8<1, 
4 
1 AC4-’ = -Cq 
4 ’ 
q= l,...,m. 
Now, from (2.2) using (2.4) it follows that: 
u,(t,) + h 5 a,ju; = g(t, + c,h), i=l,...,m, 
J=l 
and if A is a nonsingular matrix we have: 
(2.7) 
P-8) 
(2.9) 
where V”=(U~,_..,U~)~. 
We will assume that A is nonsingular and this will lead to avoid collocation methods where c, 
is equal to zero, for example the ones based on Lobatto points. 
We now give the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. The collocation method (2.3) is of algebraic order k iff the local error at t, + h is 
z(t, + h) - u,(t, + h) = O(hk+‘), 
where z(t,) = u,(t,), and n = 0 ,..., N- 1. 
Then, we can prove the following result. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the function g(t) is smooth enough and that the collocation method (2.3) 
verifies 
h’(t3)A-‘Cq=6q, q=l,_.., k,, 0,<8<1, (2.10) 
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where k, is a positive integer, then we have that the local error at t, + Oh is 
z(t, + oh) - v,(t, + t3h) = O(hkc+‘), 
wherez(t,)=v,(t,),O<B<l, andn=O,...,N-1. 
Proof. Suppose v,,( t,) = z( t,), then from (2.2) it follows that vn( t,) = g( t,) while from (2.4) am 
(2.9) we have 
z(t,+Bh)-v&,,+Bh)=g(t,,+Bh)-v,&,,)-hib,(@v; 
j=l 
= f &zgy _ 
5 b,(o) ~a,i’[gjl,+c,h)-v,(t,,)] 
p=l . j=l I=1 
= f p$rgy _ 
p=l . 
2 b,(B) 5 a;’ f cr$gAP’ 
j=l I=1 p=l 
= E BP- Cb,(B)a,;‘cp $gAp’, 
p=l I j.l 1 . 
where a,;’ is the general element of A -I, and g:“’ denotes the pth derivative of g at t,. 0 
From this lemma, the next theorem follows. 
Theorem 2.3. Consider the collocation method (2.3) and suppose that (2.10) is satisfied, then: 
max Iz(t,+8h)-v,(t,,+t3h)I =O(hm+‘), 
Ogtl<l 
where z( t,) = v,( t,). 
Proof. From (2.Q equation (2.10) follows with k0 = m for any 0 E [0, 11 and Theorem 2.3 is 
proved. 0 
Now, it is easy to demonstrate that the next theorem holds. 
Theorem 2.4. The algebraic order of the collocation method (2.3) is k where k >, m, while k = 00 
when c, = 1. 
Remark 2.5. Choose c,, . . . , c, so that the polynomial 
M(B)= fi(0-c;). 0<8<1, 
r=l 
is orthogonal to the polynomials of degree less than s, that is 
J 
‘By-‘M(B) d6 = 0, q=l ,.**, s; 
0 
(2.11) 
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then, there exists an associate quadrature formula of order m + S, such that for any function 
f~ C”+S(ln, rW) we have 
J ,f(t) dt = h it w,f(t,, + c,h) + R(f), 1, I=1 (2.12) 
where 
1 R( f ) 1 G klh”+“+l max 1 fcmfs)( t) I. 
,I 
For example, if we choose Gauss-Legendre points we have s = m, while Radau II-A points 
lead to s = m - 1 (see [l]). It is known that the differential order p of collocation methods based 
on Gauss-Legendre (Radau II-A) points is p = 2m (p = 2m - l), while from Lemma 2.2 it 
follows that the algebraic order of Gauss-Legendre (Radau II-A) collocation methods is k = m 
(k = 00). Thus Gauss-Legendre collocation methods show an order reduction at the nodes due 
to the algebraic part of the DAE system. However, collocation methods based on high 
quadrature rules show a superconvergence result. In fact, we prove that V(t) is an approximate 
solution for z(t) of convergence rate 0( h,+.‘) in the L’[t,, t,]-norm. 
Theorem 2.4. Consider the collocation method (2.3) in which c,, . . . , c, are chosen so that (2.12) is 
verified, then we have: 
(“jz(t)- V(t)Jdt=O(h”+“). 
Proof. The proof is a trivial consequence of (2.3) and (2.12). 0 
(2.13) 
We now observe that z(t) on I, can be written as 
z(t,,+Bh)=z(t,)+hfh,(B)z’(t,)-6,(8), O<o<l, 
j=l 
where S,( /3) is the local error function for which 
II 6, II = O(h”+l) (2.15) 
because of Theorem 2.3. 
We define the global error function by the following function on I,,: 
e,(t,+Bh)=z(t,+8h)-v,(t,+Bh), 0<8gl, (2.16) 
n=O ,..*, N - 1. Then, we can prove the following uniform convergence result. 
(2.14) 
Theorem 2.7. Consider the collocation method (2.3), suppose z(tO) - z0 = O(hm+‘) and r = 11 - 
b'A - ‘c 1 G 1, then we have 
O<y;_, II e, II = we . . 
wherep=m+lifr<l andp=mifr=l. 
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Proof. From (2.14) and (2.5) it follows that 
e~(f,,+Bh)=e,(r,)+h~h,(f3)eJ-S,(8), 0<8<1, 
/=l 
(2.17) 
where eJ’ = z’( t,) - UJ’, for j = 1,. . . , wt. 
Evaluating (2.17) at 0 = c, and assuming (2.3) it follows that e,(t,, + c,h) = 0, from which we 
have: 
e,l(tn)E + hAE’ - A, = 0, (2.18) 
where E’ = (e;, . . . , e:,)‘, A, = (a,,(~,), . . . , 6,(~,))~. 
From (2.18) it follows that (2.17) becomes: 
en(fn + Bh) = (1 - 6’(8)A-‘c)e,(t,) + ht(B)AplA, -s,,(e), (2.19) 
from which we have that 
Ie,(t,+@r)I G I+(@ I~,(~,>I+l~‘(~)A-‘~.I+l~,(~>l~ (2.20) 
where ~(8)=1-b’(8)A~‘~ and n=O,...,N-1. 
Wenowcompute(2.20)at e=landweset E,,= Ie,,(t,+h)I,foranyn=O,...,N-1; then 
E,<rE,_,+ IbtAp’A,,I+I&(l)I, (2.21) 
where r= l+(l) I and En_, = le,(t,) I = le,_,(t,) I. 
From (2.15) we have that 
1 b’A_‘A, I < k,h”+‘, I S,,(l) I < k,h”+‘, 
where k, is a constant depending only on the coefficients of the collocation method, and from 
(2.21) it follows that 
E, 6 rE,,_l + kJh”‘+‘, (2.22) 
where k, is a suitable constant independent of h. 
Since Y < 1 we consider the cases Y < 1 and Y = 1 separately. If r < 1, then from (2.22) we have 
E,,<r”E,++$klh”‘tl, n=l,._., N-l, (2.23) 
where E,, = z(t,,) - zo. 
Instead, if Y = 1, then from (2.22) we have 
E,, < E, + kjh”‘, n=l,..., N- 1, 
Now, from (2.20) it follows that 
(2.24) 
(le,,II 4 lI~IIE,-1+k3hm+1, n=l,...,N-1, 
thus if r < 1, from (2.25) using (2.23) we have 
(2.25) 
IIe,II < lj#l~[r’l~lE,+ ‘T1’,‘kih~+‘)+k,h”‘i’. n=l,...,N-1, 
while, if r = 1, from (2.25) using (2.24), we have 
IIe,II G II~II(E,+k,h”)+k,h”‘+‘, n=l,...,iV-1. 
and since E. = O(h”+’ ) the theorem is proved. q 
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We now observe that the collocation method, based on ci,. . . , cm, applied to ordinary 
differential equations x’(t) =f(t, x(t)), is equivalent to the IRK method 
m 
X ?I+1 = x, + h c b;k,, 
i=l 
k,=f t,,+c,h, x,+h f a,,k, 
i i 
for i= l,..., m, 
J=l 
where x, denotes an approximation of x( t,) at t, E [t,, tN], h is the time step, b, = b,(l), a,, = 
b,(c,), with b,(8) given by (2.6a), for any i, j= l,..., m (see [3]). 
Then, if we denote by R(z) the stability function of the IRK method applied to the test 
equation x’ = Ax, with h E C, we have 
R(z) = 1 + zb’(l- z&i, 
with A = (a,,), b = (b,, . . . , b,)‘, E = (1,. . . ,l)’ and z = Ah. Now, because 
the condition r d 1, for the convergence of the collocation method for DAEs, is equivalent to 
stability condition 
for the equivalent IRK method. 
For example, IRK methods based on Gauss-Legendre points are so that lim ,=, ~50 I R(z) 1 = 1 
(i.e., r = l), while the methods based on Radau II-A quadrature formulas are so that lim ] R(z) I 
= 0. Thus from these preliminary results it follows that the collocation on Radau II-A points are 
particularly suitable for integrating DAEs. However, the numerical results will show that also if 
Gauss-Legendre collocation methods verify only the weak stability condition r = 1, they may be 
applied successfully to DAEs. 
3. Semi-explicit DAE systems 
In this section we consider the case in which the matrix P(x, t) of (1.1) is a constant matrix, 
so that (1.1) can be transformed into: 
y’(t) =f(Y(tL z(t))7 t E p. tN] 
0 = w(y(t>, z(t))> 
> 9 (3.1) 
with the initial conditions y(to) =YO, z(t,) = zo. 
Now, since (3.1) is of index 1, [aw/Clz]-’ exists and is bounded, from which, according to the 
implicit function theorem, the second equation of (3.1) can be written as z(t) = g( y( t)) and (3.1) 
becomes: 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
with Y( to) =y,, z( to) = to. 
To approximate 
WV), W)) on [to, 
denoted by 
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the solution of (3.2a,b) we consider the pair of continuous functions 
tN] reducing on each subinterval I,,, to the pair of polynomials of degree m 
m 
u,(t, + oh) = v,,(t,) + h F b,(0)u(, 
0<8<1, (3.3) 
J=l 
and in order to have a continuous function U(t) on [t,, fN] we suppose that u,(t,) = u,_,(t,) 
for any n = 0,. . . , N - 1, with u_,( to) =yO, analogously for V(t). 
Then, if we consider the collocation points t, = t, + c,h, for i = 1,. . . , m, and n = 0,. . . , N - 1, 
we require that 
u:,(t,> =&7(t,L %k>L i = 1 _. (3.4a) 
%W = gt %k>L 
3 ., m, 
(3.4b) 
and n = 0,. . . , N - 1. 
Now, we can prove the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. If f and g are smooth enough and the collocation method based on cl,. . . , c, is of 
differential orderp, then the local error at t, + h of (3.4a,b) is: 
y(t,+h)-u,(t,+h)=O(hP+l), (3.5a) 
z(t, + h) - u,(t, + h) = O(hP+‘) + M(1) O(hm+l), (3.5b) 
wherey(tn)=un(tn), z(t,)=v,(t,) andn=O,...,N-1. 
Proof. From z(t) = g( y( t)), it follows that the first equation of (3.2) becomes a differential 
equation in y(t), and since the collocation method applied to ODES is of order p, (3.5a) follows. 
For proving (3.5b), we observe that from (3.4b) we have: 
u,(t,+0h)=g(u,(t,+8h))+M(B)h”+‘C,, 0~0~1, (3.6) 
where M( 0) is the polynomial defined by (2.11) and C, is a constant depending on 8. 
From (3.2b), (3.5a) and from (3.6) evaluated at 19 = 1, we have 
z(t,+h)-u,(t,+h)=z(t,+h)-g(u,(t,+h))+M(l)O(h”+’) 
= g(y(t, + h)) - g(u,(t, + h)) + M(1) O(hm+l) 
= g(Un(tn + h) + O(hp+‘)) - gk(tn + h)) 
+M(l) O(hm+‘), 
from which (3.5b) is proved. 0 
Theorem 3.2. If c, = 1 it follows that M(1) = 0 and from Theorem 3.1 we have that the algebraic 
component z is of the same accuracy as the differential component y. 
Now, we can give the following result. 
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Theorem 3.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 we have: 
max jy(t,+Bh)-u,(t,+Bh)I =O(h”‘+‘), 
O<l9<1 
max Iz(t,+8h)-u,(t,,+t3h)I =O(hm+‘), 
0<0<1 
wherey(tn)=u,(t,), z(t,)=u,(t,), n=O,...,N-1. 
Proof. The first relation follows from the theory of collocation methods applied to the 
differential equation y’ = f ( y, g(y)). To prove the second relation we observe that from (3.6) we 
have 
z(t,+eh)-u,(t,+eh)=g(y(t,+Bh))-g(u,(t,+8h))-M(B)C,h”+’ 
=g(u,(t,+Bh)+O(h”+’ )) -g(u,(t, + oh)) - BM(B)Cshm+l 
and since 
max 1 ekqe) co 1 < constant, 
O<f?<l 
Theorem 3.3 is proved. 0 
Now, we denote by 8:( 0) and a,‘( 0) the local error functions of y(t) and z(t), respectively, on 
I,,, so that: 
II&‘/I = O(hm+r), IIa,zII = O(hm+r), 
because of Theorem 3.3; then we can write 
y(t, + Oh) = Y(L) + h f b,(e)y’(t,) - &V>, 
;=1 
z(t, + eh) = z(t,) + h 5 bj(ejz’(t,) - s:(e), 
Ogf3<1, 
J=l 
and we define the global error function by means of the following functions on I,,: 
e,‘(t,+8h)=y(tn+eh)-u,(t,+eh), o<e<l 
e,‘(t,+Bh)=z(t,+eh)-u,(t,+Bh), ’ ’ ’ 
for any n = 0,. . . , N - 1. Thus we can demonstrate the following convergence result. 
Theorem 3.4. Consider the collocation method (3.4a,b) and assume that it is possible to associate a 
quadrature formula of order q where m < q < 2m, moreover suppose that r = 11 - b’A -‘c 1 d 1, then 
we have: 
o<::;_l II y - u, II = O(h4% (3.7) 
where q0 = mm{ m + 1, q } and: 
o<y2;_I II z - “, II = O(h4’L (3.8) 
. . 
where q1 = min{ qO, m+l} ifr<l, qr=min{q,-1, m} ifr=l. 
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Proof. (3.7) follows from the theory of collocation methods for ODES. Instead, to prove (3.8) we 
follow the line of the proof of Theorem 2.7. From (3.2b) and (3.4b) we have: 
e~(t,+c,h)=z(t,+c,h)-u,(t,+ci~)=g(y(t,+c,h))-g(u,(t,+c,h)) 
=g(z$&+c,h) + 0(/P”)) -g(z&(tn+c,h)) = O(P), 
from which, as in Theorem 2.7, we get 
ei(t, + oh) = (1 - b’(B)A-$)ei(t,) + b’(B)/‘(d”, + 0(h90)) - S,Z(0) 
and following the proof of Theorem 2.7., (3.8) can be proved. 0 
At the nodes we have a convergence result similar to that proved for IRK methods in [4,5]. 
Theorem 3.5. Consider (3.4a,b) and suppose that the quadrature formula associated to cl,. . . , c, is 
of order q where m < q < 2m, moreover suppose r = 11 - b’A ~ ‘6 1 d 1, then 
/?=_I I vk + h) - ~,,k, + h) I = O(h’), 
while 
max ]z(t,+h)-v,(t,+h)] =O(h9’), 
O<Yl<N-1 
where q, = q if c, =l, andwhenc,<l, q,=m+lifr<l, q,=mifr=l. 0 
Instead, the use of superaccurate quadrature rules permits to give the next result. 
Theorem 3.6. Consider the collocation method (3.4a,b) and choose cl,. . . , c, such that the associate 
quadrature formula is of order m + s, moreover suppose that U(t) is a continuous approximate 
solution of order q,, on [to, tn], that is 
o<~:;_I II Y - u, II = 0(h9”); . , 
then we have 
J [IN]z(t)- V(t)]dt=O(h9’), 
whereq, =min{q,, m+s}. 
Proof. From (2.12) and (3.4a,b) we have 
= Iit; ( hif,w;lzk) - di> I +O(h”+‘)) 
= ;c; (h,+vi I d_dt;)) - &,(t;)) I +O(h”+‘)) 
and since u( ti) = un( ti) + 0( h9”), i = 1,. . . , m, n = 0,. . . , N - 1, Theorem 3.6 is proved. q 
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For example, collocation methods at Gauss-Legendre points permit to reach uniform super- 
convergence for the differential component y by a kind of iterated defect correction (see [S]). 
Thus the previous result shows also that the algebraic component has a uniform superconver- 
gence rate 0( h2m) in the L’-norm. 
4. Numerical tests 
In order to illustrate the theoretical properties of collocation methods for DAEs, we consider 
the following index 1 system: 
_Y’W = 4d2, 
4) = mL 
fE [to, h], (4-l) 
with y(0) = z(0) = 1, the exact solution of which is given by 
y(t) = exp t, z(t) = \/exp. 
We show the convergence features of the following collocation methods with m = 3: 
Gauss-Legendre method, Radau II-A method and a general method where the collocation points 
are defined by ci = 0.1, c2 = 0.5, c3 = 1 (denoted by Method III). In Tables l-3 we show the 
maximum of the local error function on the time interval [0, h] for the differential ( I] u -y I] ,O,hl) 
and algebraic ( ]I u - z ]I tO,h,) component, obtained for different h. 
R, (respectively R,) is the reduction factor of ]I u - y 11 ,,,hl (respectively of I] u - z I] ,O,hl) that 
is the ratio ]I u-y ]I ro,hl/]l u-y I] tO,fhl (respectively II u - z II LO,hl/ll u - z II ,O,;hl). For example in 
Tables l-3, R, and R, tend to 24 according to Theorem 3.3. 
Table 1 
Gauss-Legendre method; uniform local error 
h II u - Y II IO.hl RU II u - = II ,O.h, R, 
0.5 o.418.10-4 0.652.10m4 
0.25 0.230.10m5 18.2 0.379.10-5 17.1 
0.125 o.135.10-6 17.0 0.229.10-6 16.5 
0.0625 0.820.10-7 16.5 0.141 ‘lo-7 16.2 
0.03125 o.504~10~8 16.2 0.876.10-9 16.0 
Table 2 
Radau II-A method; uniform local error 
h II u - Y II IO.hl RU II 0 - = II ,O,h, R, 
0.5 0.102.10-3 o.519.10-4 
0.25 0.527.10F5 19.4 0.273.10-’ 18.8 
0.125 0.302.10-6 17.4 o.157.10p6 17.3 
0.0625 0.180.10-7 16.7 0.941.10-s 16.7 
0.03125 0.110~10-8 16.3 0.576.10-9 16.3 
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Table 3 
Method III; uniform local error 
h II u - Y II [O,h\ RU II u - ‘? II ,O,h, R, 
0.5 0.113.10-3 o.477.10-4 
0.25 0.619.10-5 18.2 0.273.10m5 17.5 
0.125 0.362.10m6 17.1 o.171.10-6 16.1 
0.0625 0.219.10-’ 16.5 0.106.10~’ 16.1 
0.03125 o.135.10~8 16.1 0.663.10-9 16.0 
Table 4 
Gauss-Legendre method; uniform global error 
h II u - Y II IO.11 RU II lJ - z II 10.11 Ru 
0.5 0.683.10-4 0.652.10-4 
0.25 o.487.10-5 14.2 0.437.10-5 14.9 
0.125 0.324.10-6 15.1 0.283.10-6 15.4 
0.0625 0.209.10-’ 15.5 0.180~10~’ 15.7 
0.03125 0.132.10-’ 15.8 0.113~10-* 15.9 
Table 5 
Radau II-A method; uniform global error 
h II h - Y II [O,II RU II ” - z II [O,,] Rt, 
0.5 0.171.10-3 0.682.10m4 
0.25 o.114.10-4 15.0 o.405.10~5 16.8 
0.125 0.732.10-’ 15.6 0.246.10K6 16.5 
0.0625 - 0.463.10 ’ 15.8 0.151~10-* 16.3 
0.03125 0.291.10m9 15.9 0.938.10p8 16.1 
Table 6 
Method III; uniform global error 
h II u - Y II [O,I] RU II ” - ‘? II [O,,] R,, 
0.5 0.372.10p3 0.113.10-3 
0.25 0.524.10-4 7.1 0.160.10p5 7.1 
0.125 0.695.10-5 7.5 0.210.10-5 7.6 
0.0625 0.895.10p6 7.7 0.281.10p6 1.7 
0.03125 o.113.10-6 7.9 0.344.10-’ 7.9 
Table 7 
Gauss-Legendre method; local error 
h lu(h)-Ah)1 
0.5 0.129.10m6 
0.25 0.779.10-9 
0.125 0.536.10-ii 
0.0625 0.391.10-‘3 
0.03125 o.305.10-‘5 
Rl4 
165.6 
145.3 
137.1 
128.1 
I u(h)- z(h) I 
0.652.10p4 
0.379.10-5 
0.229.10-6 
0.141~10~7 
0.876.10-’ 
R, 
17.2 
16.5 
16.2 
16.0 
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Table 8 
Radau II-A method; local error 
h I u(h)-- Ah) I RU Iu(h)-z(h)l R,j 
0.5 o.394.10m5 o.153.10-5 
0.25 0.456.10-’ 86.4 0.201~10~’ 76.1 
0.125 0.614.10m9 74.2 0.287.10-9 70.0 
0.0625 0.891.10~” 68.9 0.418.10-” 68.6 
0.03125 0.138.10-‘* 64.5 0.651.10-‘3 64.2 
Table 9 
Method III; local error 
h I u(h)- Ah) I 
0.5 o.113~10~3 
0.25 0.619.10-5 
0.125 0.362.10-6 
0.0625 0.219.1OK’ 
0.03125 o.135.1o-8 
Ru 
18.2 
17.1 
16.5 
16.1 
lu(h)- z(h) I 
o.439.10-4 
0.273.10-5 
o.171.10-6 
0.106.10-’ 
0.663.10p9 
RF 
16.0 
16.0 
16.1 
16.0 
Table 10 
Gauss-Legendre method; global error 
h I 41) - 1’(l) I RU I u(l)- 41) I R,, 
0.5 0.425.10-6 0.186.10P4 
0.25 0.660’10~* 64.4 0.116.10-5 16.0 
0.125 o.103~10~9 64.1 0.722.10-’ 16.1 
0.0625 0.161.10-” 64.0 0.452.10-’ 16.0 
0.03125 0.244.10m’3 65.5 0.283.10m9 16.0 
Table 11 
Radau II-A method; global error 
h I u(l)-- Y(l) I 
0.5 o.130~10~4 
0.25 0.386.10-6 
0.125 0.118.10-’ 
0.0625 0.364.10-9 
0.03125 0.113 1op’o 
RU 141) - z(l) I R,, 
o.394.10-5 
33.6 o.117.10-6 33.6 
32.7 o.357.1o-8 32.7 
32.4 o.110~10-9 32.4 
32.2 0.340~10~‘* 32.2 
Table 12 
Method III; global error 
h IhO-.dl)l 
0.5 0.372.10p3 
0.25 0.524.10-4 
0.125 0.695.10F5 
0.0625 0.895 .10m6 
0.03125 0.113.10-6 
Rli I fJ(l)- z(l) I R, 
o.113.10-3 
7.1 0.160.10-4 7.1 
1.5 o.210~10~5 1.6 
7.7 0.271.10-6 7.7 
7.9 o.344.10p7 7.9 
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Table 13 
Error in L’-norm 
h II 0 - z II L’[O.l] RG 
0.5 0.353.10~’ 
0.25 0.218.10m2 16.2 
0.125 0.136.10-3 16.0 
0.0625 0.852.10m5 16.0 
0.03125 0.532.10-6 16.0 
In Tables 4-6 we show the maximum of the global error function on the time interval [0, 11, 
for the differential ( I( u -y I] [0,11) and algebraic ( ]I u - z II ,,,i,) component, obtained for different 
h. 
Hence R, is the reduction factor of ]I u -y ]I ,O,i, ( ]I u - z ]I ,01l) that is the ratio between 
II u -Y II [o.1l computed using h and II u -Y II [o,1l computed using ih (analogously for R ,). 
Tables 7-9 and lo-12 concern with the local and global error of the collocation methods 
considered at the nodes. The predicted and observed local order coincide for all methods except 
for the Gauss-Legendre method for which the observed global order for the algebraic compo- 
nent is the same as the local order. 
The Gauss-Legendre method seems to have less problems than those predicted, also if it does 
not satisfy the strict stability condition Y = 11 - b’A-% I < 1, but only r = 1. Table 13 concerns 
with the result of Theorem 3.5. The quantity ]I u - z II L~,O,ll denotes the L’-norm of the error 
function on [0, l] for the algebraic component. Here R,, denotes the reduction factor of 
II ZJ - z II L’[O,l]. In this case the numerical differential component has been computed by the 
Gauss-Legendre method of uniform convergence order m + 1, while the quadrature formula 
used is of order 2m. The numerical results show a convergence rate in the L’-norm given by 
0( h”+‘). 
We conclude by observing that when c, = 1 the algebraic order coincides with the differential 
order. 
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